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ABSTRACT 
 
The current research aims to explore the role of hedonic rewards (Babin, Darden & Griffin, 
1994) in the relationship between consumers and fashion brands, specifically through 
brand engagement within online fashion brand communities. In this sense, we set out an 
analysis of several engagement dimensions based on previous literature (Baldus, Voorhees, 
& Calantone, 2015), with the purpose of exploring the role of brand engagement between 
consumers and the online fashion brand communities they are engaged with. To do so, we 
have performed a Netnography analysis (Kozinets, 2002), based on the interactions of 
consumers and a well-known online brand community. 
 
We collect the data from an online fashion brand community - Beauty Insider 
(https://www.sephora.com/community) -, from the well-known cosmetics brand Sephora. 
This online community was launched in August 2017 and is considered an examples of a 
brilliant brand communities that is shaping the online environment (Marketing Insider 
Group, 2017). To perform our study, we decide to analyses the content of this online 
fashion brand community through a text-mining technique. This technique is capable to 
extract, examine, and transpose the vast amount of users’ interactions on these online brand 
communities into valuable insights (Fan, Wallace & Zhang, 2006). This technique is a solid 
and confirmed approach, already validated and tested by several authors (e.g., Bilro, 
Loureiro e Guerreiro 2018; Cai & Qu, 2018; Jeon, Lee, & Jeong, 2018; Tang & Guo, 2015). 
Concerning our method, we collect a sample of 1,090 consumer reviews made available 
between April 20th and May 11th, 2018. All the reviews are from consumers of USA. We 
began by classifying the topics most covered in these sample reviews. The text-mining tool 
identified 142 topics. The six topics more relevant (by relevance) extracted by the tool were 
‘Nickname’, ‘Product’, ‘Person’, ‘Body Parts’, ‘Industrial Company’ and ‘Organization’. 
We should note that for each review we may find several topics. This analysis is possible 
due to the use of NLP - Natural Language Processing - which relates the various 
dimensions or variables to existing topics (Fan et al., 2006; Mostafa, 2013). 
 
We then performed a topic sentiment analysis. Of the topics reported, the text-mining tool 
extracted 8,888 sentiment topics, of which 2,520 are related to interactions between 
members of the Online Community. The dimension that arises most from the analysis of 
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feelings made is ‘Community members interaction’, that is, the interaction between 
members or users of online community Beauty Insider. On the opposite, the topic ‘Body 
Part’ is the one with the lowest value. It should be also noted that none of the topics or 
constructs has a negative sentimental value. 
 
Based on this study, it was possible to undertake some preliminary findings. Firstly, we 
may assume that online fashion brand communities allow consumers to have an up-to-date 
and reliable information about the brand they are associated with, and that they understand 
this type of platform as a great way to keep up-to-date on the brand associated with the 
online community they participate. Secondly, managers and marketers should be able to 
provide experiences to consumers, based on real opinions. A fashion brand and/or fashion 
company that involves its consumers will be a successful brand, and its consumers may 
experience their desires, needs and expectations satisfied. 
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